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	Pro Android Graphics is a comprehensive goldmine of knowledge and techniques that will help you design, create, and optimize 2D graphics for use in your Android Jelly Bean applications. Android application developer and expert multimedia producer Wallace Jackson of Mind Taffy Design shows you how to leverage Android's powerful graphics APIs in conjunction with professional open source graphics design tools such as GIMP 2.8.6 and more.


	You’ll learn about:

	
		The foundational graphics concepts behind the three core new media areas (digital imaging, digital video, and 2D animation) which relate to graphics design, and how to optimize these new media assets for your Android applications across iTVs, tablets, eReaders, game consoles, and smartphones.
	
		Digital imaging techniques for Android apps design, including graphics design layouts and graphical user interface elements, and how to use image compositing techniques to take your digital imaging to far higher levels.
	
		Advanced image compositing and blending techniques, using Android’s PorterDuff, NinePatch, and LayerDrawable classes.
	
		Advanced 2D animation techniques, using Android’s Animation and AnimationDrawable classes.
	
		Digital video optimization, playback, and streaming, using open source 3D (Terragen 3) and video (VirtualDub) applications, as well as professional video editing applications such as Squeeze Pro 9. You’ll use these software packages with Android’s VideoView and MediaPlayer classes, and add compositing to enhance your end-users’ digital video experience.



	What you’ll learn

	
		How to build graphics rich Android apps and games
	
		What are the key Android Graphics support APIs: Images, Animation and Video Concepts
	
		What are the digital imaging techniques for Android apps
	
		What are the advanced animation techniques for Android apps
	
		How to do digital video optimization for Android apps



	Who this book is for


	Pro Android Graphics is written for experienced Android developers and advanced multimedia artisans, especially those who want to create rich, vibrant-looking graphics-related applications.


	Table of Contents

	
		Android Digital Imaging: Formats, Concepts, and Optimization
	
		Android Digital Video: Formats, Concepts, and Optimization
	
		Android Frame Animation: XML, Concepts, and Optimization
	
		Android Procedural Animation: XML, Concepts, and Optimization
	
		Android DIP: Device-Independent Pixel Graphics Design
	
		Android UI Layouts: Graphics Design Using the ViewGroup Class
	
		Android UI Widgets: Graphics Design using the View Class
	
		Advanced ImageView: More Graphics Design Using ImageView
	
		Advanced ImageButton: Creating a Custom Multi-State ImageButton
	
		Using 9-Patch Imaging Techniques to Create Scalable Imaging Elements
	
		Advanced Image Blending: Using Android PorterDuff Classes
	
		Advanced Image Compositing: Using the LayerDrawable Class
	
		Digital Image Transitions: Using the TransitionDrawable Class
	
		Frame-Based Animation: Using the AnimationDrawable Class
	
		Procedural Animation: Using the Animation Classes
	
		Advanced Graphics: Mastering the Drawable Class
	
		Interactive Drawing: Using Paint and Canvas Classes Interactively
	
		Playing Captive Video Using the VideoView and MediaPlayer Classes
	
		Streaming Digital Video from an External Media Server
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HTML Utopia: Designing Without Tables Using CSSSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2006
"Now You Too Can Easily Create Modern 'Table-free' Websites Using CSS from scratch"
  Rachel Andrew and Dan Shafer's book is a comprehensive guide to learning and applying the principles of CSS to your Website.   

  This book will teach you how to   

	Write faster loading, dramatically smaller pages   

...
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OpenX Ad Server: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	OpenX is the world's leading independent ad server and it provides you with the simple tools you need to make money from advertising. Although OpenX is a fast, robust ad serving solution to power all of your digital advertising, it can be challenging to get beyond the basics and build an advertising system that meets your needs...
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Complementary Oncology: Adjunctive Methods in the Treatment of CancerThieme Medical Publishers, 2005

	Complementary methods are playing an increasingly important role in these treatment of cancer. Resulting benefits are a higher quality of life, reduced instance and severity of the side effects of standard therapy, and a general improvement of the patient's immunological state. The methods - from carefully monitored nutrition, exercise,...
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Real World OCaml: Functional programming for the massesO'Reilly, 2013

	
		This fast-moving tutorial introduces you to OCaml, an industrial-strength programming language designed for expressiveness, safety, and speed. Through the book’s many examples, you’ll quickly learn how OCaml stands out as a tool for writing fast, succinct, and readable systems code.

	
		Real World OCaml takes you...
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IP Communications and Services for NGNAuerbach Publications, 2009

	Rapid deployment and acceptance of broadband networks, including the 802.11 a/b/g, 3G cellular networks, WiMAX, and emerging 4G cellular IP networks, have sparked a growing reliance on voice over IP and the quickly emerging IP TV and Mobile TV. Providing the necessary background and technical understanding to stay abreast of and even ahead of...
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The Best Damn Server Virtualization Book Period: Including Vmware, Xen, and Microsoft Virtual ServerSyngress Publishing, 2007
Server Sprawl and escalating IT costs have managers and system administrators scrambling to find ways to cut costs and reduce Total Cost of Ownership of their physical infrastructure. Combining software applications onto a single server, even if those applications are from the same software vendor, can be dangerous and problems hard to...
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